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I’m (not) an engineer (!)
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Outline & Objectives

2 parts

– AquaFed

– Show some insights from Belgium
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– Show some insights from Belgium
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� Increasing water scarcity – allocation debate

�Access to safe water and to sanitation (even in 

Europe)

Main freshwater challenges
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�Satisfactory and efficient delivery of 

Water/Sanitation services

�Pollution control (and removal): protection of the 

environment and ecosystem services

�Governance & societal expectations



AquaFed =
The International Federation of Private Water Operators

• AquaFed is…

– A channel between stakeholders

– A contribution to solving the world’s water challenges by 
bringing private sector know-how to the public debate

– Demonstrate and ensure that the various forms of PSP are 
understood so that the option of PSP is debated: ensure that 
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understood so that the option of PSP is debated: ensure that 
the most appropriate solutions are choosen

• Our Members are…instruments of public policies

• Our positions are not exclusive to the private sector, 

but cover what is needed for efficient operation of 

water and sanitation services

• AquaFed is not a commercial organisation. We do 

not advocate against…. But for….



300 Members in 40 countries

1000s of operators worldwide
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Corporate & Associate Members

National Associations

Majority of population served by 
PSP =>  represented at AquaFed



PPP: contractual models

Public Company / 
Corporatisation

100% Privatisation

Services Concession

BOTs (Construction 
concession

Mixed Cie

PPPs are not equal …nor limited to 

full privatisation. 

A whole range of PSP contracts exist
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Public Mixed Private

Responsibility for investment

Management contracts

Services Management 
contract

DSP – PPP 

Spectrum

Direct Public 
Management

Affermage

Autonomous 
Public Body



Types of PPP Contracts : samples from EU

• Why is it that PSP is present in of the 
major EU cities (Paris, Berlin, Brussels, 
London, Barcelona, etc…)
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London, Barcelona, etc…)

• PSP intervenes often as a solid partner 
in complex environments

• PSP contracts are found where there is 
a need (exploitation, investment, R&R, 
gov’t wants to do other things…)



Contributions to the international debate – work of 
AquaFed in the Int’l Water Community

• RTWS = RTDW + RTS: the human right 
to water exists of 2 essential 
components that are linked, yet not 
entirely correctly appreciated: right to 
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drinking water and right to sanitation

• Financing - 3Ts: taxes, tarifs and 
transferts

• ISM: Integrated Sanitation Management

• From Full Cost Recovery to Sustainable 
Cost Recovery



World Bank Marin Report (2009)
•PSP delivers
•Millions of People served (extension from 50 
to 75 million people in 36 dev.co PPPs)
•Huge Efficiency improvements
•At equal price
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Some Key AquaFed Positions

• Freedom to choose - No discrimination

• Integrity drive and anti-corruption 
(www.waterintegritynetwork.org)

• Woman & Children suffer 
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• Woman & Children suffer 
disproportionately

• PSP as a tool, not as a scapegoat

• Water higher on everybody’s and 
especially the politicians’ agenda 
EP, EC, cohesion, subsidies, development policies, 

academic debate, in society…



Some Key AquaFed Positions (cont’d)

• PSP and PPP are NOT equal to 
Privatisation

• Competition for the market, regulation of 
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• Competition for the market, regulation of 
the market: AquaFed calls for equal
treatment

• Benchmarking is usefull, but cannot
substitute regulation, nor competition



Domestic Water Use 
(source Worldmapper.org)
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Financing: some insights

• All forms of PPPs, (including long terme concessions) 

are useful tools to leverage investment (E.C. 

Communication, expected November 18,2009)

• At a time of financial and economic crisis, it is even 

more important to remove unrealistic constraints and 
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more important to remove unrealistic constraints and 

to adopt a realistic approach to financing. 

• The new concept of the 3Ts (Tariffs – Taxes –

external Transfers) and Sustainable Cost Recovery 

help to understand Water Economics better and 

make appropriate decisions.

• It is not the « financing » that constitutes the problem: 

the water crisis, including in Europe is a question of 

Governance



SCR & 3Ts & Bankable Projects

• Affordability debate: needs to focus on the 
real economic cost to end-users

• Sustainable Water Services require stable 

and long-term finance (SCR)

• Bottleneck 1: tariffs and subsidies are the 
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• Bottleneck 1: tariffs and subsidies are the 

core financing sources: to double cash, we 

don’t need to double tariffs: we need to better 

secure revenue from national taxpayers’ 

contributions, and from tariffs. If revenues are 

secured, than investment can be dramatically 

increased by loans repaid over years

• Bottleneck 2: ability for utilities to borrow
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Data must not be used withouth understanding
their true meaning



Tarif policies: explicit objectives
Tarif Policies do not necessarily deliver what they are 

meant to deliver

• Increasing / m3 (volumetric):

incentive to become less wasteful, thus an 
environmental policy
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• First m3 « per person» subsidies (Flanders) 
(family policy)

• Susbidies on the basis of household income  
– Social Policy

• Subsidies to target connection, rather than 
consumption (perverse effects)
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Public & Private Operators share the same 

concerns

• Need for good legislation, good support 
for the sector (including at EU level)

• Clarification of roles, responsibilities and 
… 
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… 

• Adequate regulation (contractualisation)

– E.g. tarif policies should be properly 

explained

• Systemic under-investment (especially 
for sanitation services

• Lack of engineers (!!!)



Governance & societal expectations

► Explore all management options and 
select the one most able to deliver the 

expected results on a case-by-case basis 
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expected results on a case-by-case basis 

▪ Local governments declaration in Mexico "Freedom to choose"

▪ Keep all options available

▪ Operators (public or private) are tools to implement public policies

▪ Decide according to probability of meeting policy goals, not to please 
interest groups

▪ Only fair competition can ensure cost-optimisation 
Benchmarking cannot, except in peculiar circumstances



Governance & societal expectations (cont’d)

► Most hurdles to be overcome by governments   

present the same challenges for public and 

private operators
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▪ Operators must be given clear targets.  
Transparency: Water policy + Contractualisation

▪ Operators need adequate tariff policies & structures to be able to 
make investments
Subsidising water rates should not reduce capacity to 
expand water services to un-served people

▪ Operators need continuous political support. 
Government & operator succeed together or fail together



Europe – the wider context
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Europe – the wider context

• Regulatory frameworks & Legislations, 
impacted by EU

• Framework of WFD and daughter 
directives etc…
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directives etc…

• Current legislative architecture: 
satisfactory, but needs to « anticipate »

• Our call: freedom to choose

• Challenges:

– Climate change adaptation?

– Investment needs



BELGIUM
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Belgium: institutionally

• A complicated political context

• Institutional: complex, decentralised, 

– « intercommunales »: PIDPA; Vivaqua, 

TMVW,AWW,  -total of 65 Drinking Water 

Operators
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– 3 regions, 3 systems, 3 tarifications

• Company wise: separation between drinking 

water & sanitation operators (complex mix at 

various levels with cross-shareholdings: e.g. 

Aquafin, VMW)

• Integrated Water & Sanitation Bill (since 

2000)



Belgium: some issues

• Territorial Competition between public 

operators

• Huge investment needs for Sanitation and 

Sewerage investments (collection & 

treatment)
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treatment)

• Increasing pollution, Increasing groundwater

abstraction, Allocation Debate

• Aging infrastructure (leaks, ruptures)

• Climate Change Proofing

• Role of professional organisations

• Weak political organisation: Political Will?



Belgium  & the private sector 

• Weak interaction with the Private Sector
but growing

– PIDPA (for industrial water)

– Sanitation, STEPin Brussels 
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– Sanitation, STEPin Brussels 

– AquaFin, financial private partner (Severn 

Trent) up to 2002

• St Niklaas & Ostend: sell & lease-back 
of sewerage systems

• Private D&B Companies : e.g. 
www.waterleau.be 



Conclusions

Satisfactory delivery of water/sanitation 

services to users

► Ensure quality, availability, reliability,    

continuity of services 
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► Ensure efficiency and cost-optimisation

continuity of services 

► Sustainable Cost-Recovery
User fees + Budget subsidies

Predictable revenues streams allowing to make investments

Targeted subsidies to ensure affordability

► Listen to users expectations



Conclusions (cont’d)

Controlling man-made pollution

▪ targets should be set up everywhere

► Remove man-made pollution from

wastewater to protect people & ecosystems
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► Develop Integrated Sanitation Management

▪ targets should be set up everywhere

▪ sanitation includes several components that must be 

addressed simultaneously

▪ Waste water can be recycled to alleviate water scarcity. 

It is a resource. 



Conclusions (cont’d)

• Given the needs, all options need to be 
looked at seriously, and considered on a case 
by case basis

• Sustainable Cost Recovery is key for 
sustainable Water and Sanitation Services
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sustainable Water and Sanitation Services

• Public and private operators need to be 
regulated under the same conditions

• Even in Europe, sustainable water and 
sanitaiton services are a debate on 
governance



Our Politicians need Guidance
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• www.aquafed.org

• www.ewp.eu European Water Partnership

• www.euwi.net EU Water Initiative

• Belgium
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• Belgium

– www.belgaqua.be

– Flanders: www.svw.be

– Wallonia: www.aquawal.be

– www.aquafin.be

– www.aquiris.be: site of the Brussels’ North STEP

– www.waterleau.be



AquaFed
THE INTERNATIONAL FEDERATION 

OF PRIVATE WATER OPERATORS
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www.aquafed.org

Thank you


